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Abstract 
The construction of range restricted univariate and bivariate interpolants to gridded data is considered. We apply 
Gregory's rational cubic C 1 splines as well as related rational quintic C 2 splines. Assume that the lower and upper obstacles 
are compatible with the data set. Then the tension parameters occurring in the mentioned spline classes can be always 
determined in such a way that range restricted interpolation is successful. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Interpolation subject o piecewise linear obstacles; Gregory's plines and corresponding tensor products; 
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1. Introduction 
Gregory's rational cubic splines [7] are known to be very useful in univariate monotone and 
convex interpolation, see the paper [3] and Sp/ith's monograph [22] where the respective algorithms 
can be found, too. The present paper is devoted to the problem of range restricted interpolation 
being also of interest in several applications. Again, the above splines allow satisfactory numerical 
methods for constructing the desired interpolants. In addition, the univariate results can be extended 
to the interpolation of bivariate data sets given on a rectangular array. To this end tensor product 
techniques including the nonnegativity lemma [10, 11] are applied. 
There are other types of rational splines successfully considered in convex interpolation. In par- 
ticular, we refer to Spfith's rational cubic splines [22, chapter 6.4]. However, it must be left as an 
open question whether these splines are suitable in the present constrained interpolation problem. 
Recently several papers have appeared that concern with range restricted interpolation. Univariate 
problems are considered in [6, 9, 15, 16] using particular rational splines while the papers [1, 4, 14] 
are based on a variational approach. Polynomial splines on refined grids, respectively triangulations 
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of bivariate data sites are applied in [8, 12, 13], and [18, 19]. The latter two papers are concerned 
with interpolation subject o restrictions on the first, respectively second order derivatives; a review is 
given in [17]. Finally, we mention the papers [5, 20, 21] which deal with univariate range restricted 
least squares smoothing. 
For comparisons we outline the present direct method in some more details. Starting from the 
concrete class of Gregory's rational cubic C 1 splines, in the first step we derive sufficient conditions 
for the fulfillment of the range restrictions. These are inequalities with respect o derivative parameters 
and to the tension parameters; ee (15) for a univariate xample and (49) for a bivariate one. Because 
the interpolation conditions as well as the smoothness requirements are incorporated into the spline 
representation, the solvability of the range restricted interpolation problems depends only on that of 
a finite set of inequalities resulting from the constraints. In the next step, both for the univariate and 
bivariate problems these inequalities can be shown to be solvable if the tension parameters are lying 
above explicitly computable bounds; see (16), (17) and (54), (55), respectively. The bounds are 
local. The described two steps may be followed by a third one in order to possibly find a visually 
improved spline solution by minimization of a fairness functional such as the Holladay functional. 
The feasible domain is given by the range restrictions. In general, in this way a global optimization 
problem results but there are exceptions. 
We conclude with remarks on the cited papers. Also in the preceding paper [16] Gregory's splines 
are used for the present range restricted interpolation of univariate data. There success is only assured 
for sufficient large tension parameters, and a search procedure is recommended for finding suitable 
values. As in Section 2.4, the rational splines proposed in [9] require the solution of systems of linear 
equations in order to get the C ~ or C 2 property; mainly the problem of non-negative interpolation is
handled there. Another type of univariate rational cubic splines is treated in [6, 15]; in these papers 
only one straight line or quadratic urve as constraint is allowed per step. The tension parameters are 
modified such that the spline touches the constraint, leading to a polynomial equation of degree four. 
It is more expensive to extend the method to the case in which there is more than one constraint. The 
variational approach [1, 4, 14] needs a functional, for example the Holladay functional which is to 
minimize. The feasible domain is generally built by Sobolev functions which satisfy the constraints 
as well as the interpolation conditions. It happens that the solution of such an optimization problem 
is a cubic spline, but on a refined grid. In each subinterval of the data sites we have to add further 
knots. However, their numbers and exact placements are unknown. For determining them one has to 
solve systems of nonlinear equations. In [8, 12] range restricted interpolation of bivariate scattered 
data is considered. The idea is to use Powell-Sabin refinements of triangulations of the data sites. 
The algorithms presented there work always if the obstacles are assumed to be piecewise constant. 
Among the papers cited, [13] is the closest to the present paper. There quadratic splines on refined 
grids instead of Gregory's plines are used. In our test examples we have compared the plots obtained 
with both spline types; see Section 4. The result is encouraging for the spline class treated now. 
2. Univariate range restricted interpolation 
We are given a data set 
(xi,zi), i =O,. . . ,n ,  (1) 
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defined on a grid 
A ={x0<xl  < ""  <xn}. (2) 
The aim is to find a function s E Ck(I), I=  [x0,x,], which interpolates the data set 
s(xi)=zi ,  i=O, . . . ,n .  (3) 
Often, the smoothness k = 1 or k = 2 suffices. In range restricted interpolation lower and upper 
obstacles L and U are prescribed, and 
L(x)<,s(x)<.U(x)  for xE I  (4) 
is required. We prefer continuous piecewise linear bounds. Using barycentric coordinates with respect 
to the subinterval/,. = [xi-l,xi], namely 
v = (xi - x)/hi, hi =xi - xi-I, (5) u = (x  - x~_~ )/h~, 
L and U read 
L(x) =Li_ lv + Liu, U(x )=Ui_ lv+Uiu  forxEI i ,  i= l  .... ,n. (6) 
It is obvious that (strict) compatibility of the bounds with the data set now means 
Li <zi < U,., i = 0, . . . ,  n. (7) 
Likewise usual are obstacles which are piecewise constant on A, i.e., 
L(x )= l i ,  U(x)=uz  forxEI / ,  i--- 1,...,n. (8) 
In this case the bounds are strictly compatible if 
l i<Zi_l,Zi<Ui, i=  1,...,n. (9) 
Note that it is no problem to consider also piecewise linear, not necessarily continuous bounds. 
2.1. Gregory's rational cubic splines 
These C ~ splines are introduced in [7] and in an earlier proceedings volume; see [22]. They are 
defined by 
(Pi- l  - zi)v + (zi - pi)u 
s(x) =z i - lv  + ziu + hiuv (10) 
for x E I,, i --- 1,..., n. Here ~z >~ 0 are the tension or rationality parameters, and the vz are the slopes 
computed by 
r i=(z i - z i _ l ) /h i ,  i=  1 . . . .  ,n. (11) 
The splines (10) interpolate, and they always belong to C~(I). The parameters Pi are the first-order 
derivatives at the data sites. In other words, each spline (10) is uniquely defined by 
zi=s(xi ) ,  p i=s' (x i ) ,  i = 0 . . . . .  n. (12) 
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We remark that the same proposition holds true if we substitute 
l + c~iu~v , t¢ > l 
for the denominators in (10). 
We obtain easily that 
uv 1 
- - ~ < - -  foru>~O, v>>-O, u + v= l. 
l + ~uv  4 + ~i 
Hence, the representation (10) of the spline s implies 
( ) (  min{O, h i (~ i -p i )} )  min{O, hi(pi_l - ~i)} v+ zi + -~-~-- u <~ s(x) 
Zi-1 "~- 4 + ~i 
( ) (max{O,  h~(~i - p~)}) max{O,h~(pi_l-- z~)} v+ zi+ -~5 u 
~< zi-l + 4+~ 
and the range restrictions (4), (6) are satisfied if 
- max{O, hi(Pi_l -- T,i)) ~ Ui_l ' min{O, hi(Pi-i zi)} <~ Zi-l + 
Li_ 1 <~ zi_ ] -q- 4 + o¢i 4 + ~i 
max{O, hi(zi - Pi)} L,<~zi + min{O,h~('c~- Pi)} ~<zi + ~< Ui. 
4 + ~i 4 + ~ 
(13) 
(14) 
Considering the signs of pi_~ - z~, z~ - p~, and the compatibility (7), these inequalities turn out to 
be equivalent to 
zi - Pi << Ui (15) Li_ l  <~zi_l q-h i  p i -1 -T i  ~Ui_ l ,  Li<~zi-q-hi 4_[_o¢ i
4+c~i 
for i = 1,.. . ,n. Therefore, we get immediately 
Theorem 1. The range restrictions (4), (6) are valid for the rational cubic C l interpolants (10) tf 
the nonnegative tension parameters atisfy 
7~>-4+K~,  i=  1 .. . .  ,n, (16) 
where 
- r i -  pi-1 p i - 'c i  p(2r~] . .  
Ki = hi max [ ri P,- 1 , - -  Ui-  1 zi Li zi - Ui () (17) 
~ Zi_ 1 -- L i_  1 zi-1 ' __ ' 
This result is more precise than the one given in [16]. There the restrictions (4), (6) are only 
assured for sufficiently large tension parameters. 
Remark 2. The derivative parameters Pi can be chosen arbitrarily. For example we can use the 
following estimates: 
(18) pi=~('rJi-~7~i+l), i=1  .... ,n - - l ,  p0 =2"Cl -- pl, p,  =2% -- p,-1, 
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or, according to the so-called Bessel proposal, 
hi+l Ti + hiTi+l 
Pi = hi+l W hi ' i=1  .... ,n - l ,  
P0 =2r~ - Pl, Pn =2*n - P,-I .  
(19) 
Remark 3. Theorem 1 holds true for the piecewise constant obstacles (4), (8) if 
K~=h~max{~-Pi - t ,  ~-P i - , ,  P~-~i, p,.-_Ti~, i= l , . . . ,n ,  
z i - l  -- li ~.i-1 -- Ui zi -- li zi -- gli ) 
is set in (16). Even ~ . . . . .  ~ ,=0 is feasible. 
(20) 
Remark 4. The range restrictions (4), (6) are met by the splines (10) if the inequalities (15) 
are satisfied. Of course, there are also other sets of sufficient conditions. An example being non- 
comparable with (15) can be found in [2]. 
2.2. Optimal splines by minimizing the Holladay functional 
We remark that the derived constrained spline interpolants are not uniquely determined. It is 
common to select a preferable solution by minimizing a choice functional subject o the constraints 
occurring in the respective problem. Widely in use is the Holladay functional, or approximations of
this. In our tests with the splines (10) we have minimized 
fx,, ~_~ h~ {s,,(xi_,)2 + 4s,,(, Stt(x)2 dx  ~ -~ ~(Xi-I +Xi ) )  2 + SIt(Xi)2 } 
xo ix  1 
= ~- -~3~i{( - -p i - - (2+~xi )P i - l+(3+Ot i ) 'C i )2+ 
i=1 
+((2 + CXi)Pi + P i - I  -- (3 + CXi)Z'i) 2 } 
256(pi - Pi-I )2 
(4 + ~i)4 
(21) 
subject to (15). The tension parameters are not included into the optimization procedure but they 
are fixed as small as possible according to (16), (17). 
2.3. Rational quintic C 2 splines 
In order to construct range restricted interpolants of C 2 continuity we use the special rational 
quintic splines 
hiuv {(P i - i  - "ri)v 3 + (ri - p i )u  3 s(x) :z i - lv  + ziu + 1 + O~iU2V 2 
1 +(4(pi-1 - r,) + 5hiPi_l )uv 2 + (4(ri - Pi) + ½hiPi)u 2v} (22) 
for x Eli, i = 1,...,n. Indeed, these splines are always from C(I). They interpolate the data set 
(1), and the parameters Pi, Pg are the derivatives 
pi =s'(xi), Pi =St¢(Xi), i = O,...,n, (23) 
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while the slopes "c i again are defined by (11 ). For estimating the range restrictions we need the upper 
bound 
uv (4/ (16 + ~i) for ~i~< 16, 
1 + ~iU21) 2 ~O'(O~i)-':'- ], 1/(2v/~i) for ~i >~ 16, (24) 
valid for u >~0, v>~0, u+v = 1. Raising the degree and comparing then the corresponding coefficients, 
analogously to Section 2.1 we find the inequalities 
Li-1 <<-zi-1 + a(c~i)hi(pi-l -- "ci) <<. U,-I, 
1 2 2Zi-I + Li <~2zi-I Avzi -~- ff(~i)(4hi(Pi-I -- "ci) q- ~hiPi-1) <~ 2Ui-I + Ui, 
, 2 )<<.U i - I  +2U,, Li-l + 2Li ~Zi_l 71- 2zi + ¢7(o~i)(4hi('ci - Pi) + ~hiPi 
Li<<,zi + ~r(~i)hi(vi - pi)<~Ui, i = 1 . . . .  ,n, 
(25) 
to be sufficient for (4), (6). 
For simplification, we assume Pg = 0, i ----- 0, . . . ,  n. Then, for compatible obstacles the conditions 
(25) are satisfied if we require 
Li-1 <<.zi-i + 2~r(c~i)hi(pi_l - "c i )~ U i - l ,  
Li<~zi + 2a(~i)hi('ci - pi) <<. U~, i = 1, . . . ,n.  
(26) 
Thus, in view of (24) we obtain 
Theorem 5. The rational quintic C 2 spline &terpolants (22) satisfy the range restrictions (4), (6) 
i f  the nonnegative tension parameters are chosen according to 
{ -16 + 8K~ forK~<<,4, (27) 
7i>>" KZi for  K i~4,  i -= 1 . . . .  ,n, 
where Ki are defined by (17). 
When minimizing the Holladay functional, or an approximation, the constraints now are the in- 
equalities (25) with the variables pi and Pi, i = 0,. . . ,n.  In other words, the simple choice Pi=0, 
i = 0,. . . ,  n is useful only for fixing suitable tension parameters and is omitted in the subsequent 
optimization. 
2.4. Rational cubic C 2 splines 
We modify Gregory's rational cubic splines to 
(Pi- I  -- "Ci)V 9- ('Ci -- pi)u 
S(X) =Zi-xV + ZiU + hiuv 1 + ~iu2v 2
(28) 
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for x C Ii, i = 1,..., n. These interpolating splines are always Cl(I). The C 2 property can be achieved 
by adding a system of linear equations which, however, does not depend on the tension parameters. 
This system reads 
P~-l (2  h-~+~ ) Pi+----~ =3 ( $i z i+t ) i=  1 , . . . ,n -  1; (29) 
h-U+ pi+ hi+, h,+l,' 
see [9]. Thus, in range restricted interpolation we can proceed as follows. For given P0 and p, 
we compute p~,..., P,-i from the system (29). Then we determine the tension parameters suitably. 
Using (24), analogously to Section 2.1 we obtain the inequalities 
Li- I  <~7,i-1 q- ff(o~i)hi(Pi-1 - "ci)<~ Ui-l, 
(30) 
Li <~zi + cr(o~i)hi(r i - pi)<<, Ui, i = 1 . . . .  ,n. 
They are sufficient for the range restrictions (4), (6). Thus, Theorem 5 holds true also for the rational 
cubic C 2 splines (28), (29) if the nonnegative t nsion parameters now satisfy 
{ -16 +4Ki for Ki~<8, 
(31) 
~i >1 (Ki/2)2 for Ki >~ 8, i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  
with Ki given by (17). 
The estimate (31) is somewhat sharper than the one indicated in [9]. 
3. Bivariate range restricted interpolation by tensor products 
Let a data set 
(xi, yj,zi. j),  i = O, . . . ,n ,  j -= 0 . . . .  ,m (32) 
on a rectangular grid 
A ~ × ~" - -{xo  < x, < . .-  <x .}  × {y0 <y~ <.  <Ym) (33) 
be given. Using tensor product splines, the preceding univariate results are extended to the bivariate 
interpolation 
s(xi, y / )=z i . j ,  i = 0,...,n, j = 0,...,m. (34) 
For brevity we will describe the details of this extension only for Gregory's plines, i.e., for the 
splines treated in Section 2.1. 
3.1. Notat ions and prel iminaries 
We denote the space of Gregory's C ~ splines (10) by S~(A)  assuming the tension parameters ~i 
to be arbitrarily fixed. In view of the bounds which are continuous only, the more extensive space 
S°(A)  should also be considered. Here we define the linear functionals 
~)i+l(S)=S(Xi), (~n+i+2 =st(xi), i = 0 . . . .  ,n, 
(35) 
Oi(s) = (S(Xi) -- s(x i - l ) ) /h i ,  i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  
228 
and, in view of the requirements (7) and (15), 
/~i,l(S) = ~)i(S), ~i, 2(S) ~--- (/)i+1 (S), 
&3(s) ) + + O) - 
)ti,4(s) =s(xi) + ~rihi(Oi(s) - s'(xi - 0)), i = 1,.. . ,n, 
where 
ai = 1/(4 + ~i). 
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(36) 
(37) 
With these notations, the essential conditions (15) for restricting the range in S~(A) read 
Li_l <<.2i,3(s)<<. Ui_l, Li<~.i,a(s)~U, ., i=  1,... ,n, (38) 
while the compatibility (7) now is written as 
Li-l < )~i,l(s) < U,_I, Li < 2i.2(s) < Ui, i = 1 .... ,n. (39) 
Next, for considering bivariate range restricted interpolation in the tensor product space S°(AX)® 
S°(A y) we denote the functionals (35), (36) in S°(A x) and S°(A y) by qb~, t~iXk and qS) ~, 2~,, re- 
spectively. Analogously, the step sizes, tension parameters, and so on are supplemented by the 
superscripts x and y, respectively. 
In view of the cited interpolation property in S~(A), it follows from general results of tensor 
product interpolation that each rational bicubic spline s E S~(A x) ® S~(A y) is uniquely presented by 
z,,j = (4),+, ® ¢.j\, ) (s )  = s(xi, yj  ), 
Pi, j = (q~X+i+2 @ ~Y+I )(S) ~- ~lS(Xi, yj), (40)  
qi, j = (q57+1 ® q~+j+2)(s) = ~2s(xi, yj), 
ri, j = ((/)Xn+i+ 2 @ q~V+j+2)(S ) = Ol02S(Xi, yj), 
for i = 0, . . . ,n,  j = 0, . . . ,m.  While the function values zg.j are given, the partial derivatives p~,j, 
q~,~, and r~,i are here used as parameters. 
3.2. Nonneoativity lemma and applications 
The functionals (36) are introduced in such a manner that the conditions 
2,.k(s)>~0 for k= 1,2,3,4, i = 1 .... ,n (41) 
imply Gregory's splines (10) to be nolmegative on the whole interval [x0,x,]. Therefore, applying 
the nonnegativity lemma for tensor products [10, 11] we obtain 
Proposition 6. For s E S° ( A x) ® S° ( AY ), the conditions 
(2~kQ2~t)(s)f>0, k , l=1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,  i=  1, . . . ,n , j=  1,. . . ,m, (42) 
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guarantee 
s(x,y)>>,O fo r  (x ,y )E  [x0,x,] × [YO, Ym]. 
Next we consider the range restrictions 
L(x,y)<<,s(x,y)<~ U(x ,y )  for (x ,y )  C [x0,x,] × [Y0, Ym] (43) 
with piecewise bilinear bounds L and U. These are assumed to be given. On a subrectangle 
[Xi-l,X~] × [y j - l ,Y j ]  the bound L is described by 
L(x, y )  =Li_ l , j _  1 lf¢l) y -[- L i _ l , jU r t t  y q- Li, j _ lUXV y @ Li, juXu  y (44) 
with Li, j =L(x~, y j )  where u x, v x and u y, v y are the barycentric oordinates on [X~_l,X~] and [yj_j, yj], 
respectively. The bound U is formulated analogously. If we define 
0 for k even, (45) 
[k] = 1 for k odd, 
we find immediately 
().,~, ® 2)~I,)(L). = L~-IkJ,J-t,], (2,~k ® 2Y,)(U)= U/_t,]4_i, 1 , 
for k, l = 1,2, 3, 4. Further, for formulating the expressions (2~, k® 2fl)(s) efficiently we introduce the 
abbreviations 
A (i'j) ( -1  k x x = ) hi (Pi-lkJ, j-~tl ), k,l - -  'Ci, j - [ l ]  
B (i'j) ( -1  l y y k,t = ) hj(qi-[k],j-U] -- zi_[k],j), 
Ck( i , j ) _  )k+l x y x,y x ,t - ( -1  {hihj('fi, j q-ri-[k],j-[l]) --hi(Pi-[k], j  -- Pi-[k],j- l) 
Y -h i  ( qi, j-tll - q i - l , j - tq)  } , 
with the partial slopes 
~;~i = (z,,; - z~_,, j )/h~, ~'=,j (z, j - zi, j_, )/h)', 
and the twist approximation 
X,Y  X "¢ "Ci, "j = (Zi, j -- Zi-I, j -- Zi,j-1 + Zi-l,j-1 )/(hi h~ ). 
Notice that the abbreviations (46) are also explained for k, l=0 .  
k,t=l,2 
( t~iXk @ ~j i l ) (S )  = Zi_[k].j_[l]; 
for k=3,4 ,  l=  1,2 
Ai, k v ,x @t~.}, l ) (S) .~.Zi_[k] , j_[ l ]  xA(i , j ) .  - -  O'i Z-lk, l
for k= 1,2, l - -3 ,4  
x _Yo( i , j ) .  




We find straightforwardly for 
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for k , l=  3,4 
(t~i, ~ ~jVz)(S) _~_ Zi_[k],j_[l ] -- Oi/lk, A(i"J) __ OJDk, l--yo(i'J) _~ oi--x--Yf~(i'J)o.jl"~k,I . 
Hence, in view of the nonnegativity lemma we obtain 
Proposition 7. For interpolants ES~(Ax)®S~(AY) ,  the range restrictions (43), (44) are valid i f  
Li-k,j-I ~ Zi--k,j-I ~ U i -k , j - l ,  
L i_k , j_ l  ~Z i_k , j _  I x*(i,j) ~ Ui_k, j_ l  ' -- CTiAk, l 
(49) 
Li-k,j-i <~Zi-k,j-I "rYR(i'J) -- vj a..k, [ ~ Ui_k, j_ l ,  
Li-k j - I  ~ Zi -k , j - I  x.( i , j )  _yo(i , j)  _x_y  fy(i,j) , -ai .ak,  t -o~ok,  t +o io j~k, t  <~Ui-~,i-i, 
for  k, /=0,1,  i=  1 .... ,n, j = 1 . . . .  ,m. 
3.3. Existence and construction of  bivariate range restricted interpolants 
By Proposition 7, we have existence of range restricted interpolants s ES~(Ax)®S~(A ") if the 
system (49) is solvable. It is interesting that the solvability can be assured by choosing the tension 
parameters 
~{ = -4  + l /a; ,  ~Y = -4  + liar' 
suitably. The derivative parameters Pij, qij, and ri,j can be fixed a priori. However, they should be 
approximations of the respective partial derivatives like the expressions (18) or (19) in the univariate 
case, for example. 
We assume the bounds to be strictly compatible with the ordinates, i.e., 
Li,./<zi, j<Ui,j, i : 0 . . . .  ,n, j : O,. . . ,m. (50) 
The essential system (49) is composed by inequalities quadratic with respect o the tension param- 
eters. For fixed i, j ,  k, l, they read 
1 1 1 a b 
- -~>a, -r~>b, 
where for abbreviation 
a- -  A ( i , J ) ] l / ( i , j )  h - -  R ( i ' J ) / I f  ( i ' j) [ ' -*( i , j ) / [r( i , j )  
- -~Xk,  l / rk ,  l , u - -X"k , l  / ' k , l  , C=" 'k , l  / ' k , l  , 
or  
+ c>>.O, (51) 
a- -  A(i'j) lrlr(i'J) b - -  13~(i'J) [w(i ' J)  ['(i'J) /bv(i'J) 
- - '~k,l  /rVk, l ~ --a~'k,l /r 'k, l  , C="~k, l  /r 'k, l  
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with 
v~(i,.]) rrr(i,j) k,l ~- Zi-k,j- I  -- Z i -k  j - l ,  , ~q/k,l =Zi -k , j - I  Ui-k,j- l" (52) 
Now, the quadratic inequality in (51) can be written as 
(alx a) (~] -b )>~ab-c .  (53) 
Because of the linear inequalities in (51), we have (53) for ab-  c 40. In the other case ab-  c > 0, 
the inequality (53) is solved by 
1 1 
- -  -a>>-v/-db-c, - -  -b>>-x/-ab-c. 
Thus, 
1 ~>a+ v/max(0,ab-  c), 1 a-~ ~ ~> b + v/max(0, ab - c) 
tum out to be solutions of the whole system (51). Applying this proposition to the system (49), the 
following result is proved. 
Theorem 8. Let the strict compatibility (50) be valid. Then the range restrictions (43), (44) are 
satisfied by the C I interpolants E S~(A x) ® S~(A y) if the nonnegative tension parameters for any 
iE{1 . . . . .  n}fulf i l  
(zt(i'J) ~ "~*k,l 
~;~>-4+max~[ ,  Vk, i + V~V~k,, W,(ij)k,, + V~'k" J (54) 
for k, l=O, 1, j = 1,...,m; and for any jC  {1 .... ,m} 
(B<i,.i) n<io) ~, .  .., X,:,,/'~ 
t E.}' VlVlk. l ' ~(i,j) -~ V' 'k, l  ~ (55)  
k,l 
for k, l = O, 1, i = 1 ... .  ,n. Here the abbreviations (46) - (48), (52), and 
zt(i,j)R(i,j ) c(i,J) } 
AAr(i,j) ~*k,l *"k,l k,I 
• "~k. l  = max O, (E,l(i'j))2 vL(i,J)k,i ' 
zt(i,J) l~(i,j) i"*(i,j) } 
hl-(i,j) ~*k,l a~'k,I ~"k,l 
~'k,l -~- max O, [[r6r(i,j).l 2 w(i, j ) 
k"k,l ] k,I 
are used. 
(56) 
Remark 9. For computing a range restricted spline optimal in the sense of Section 2.2, now we 
need a bivariate choice functional. Suitable proposals can be found in [8, 12, 13], or in several other 
papers. 
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, " . . . . .  ".. ..." 
olated. Fig. 1. 
0.~ 
0 O~ 1 t~ 2 2.5 3 3~ 
Fig. 2. Range restricted S~(A) spline, Bessel derivatives. 
Remark 10. Applying the rational quintic splines (22), or the rational cubic splines (28), (29), the 
described method of range restricted C ] interpolation by means of tensor product methods can be 
immediately extended to interpolation of C 2 continuity. 
Remark 11. Tensor products of rational splines, as used above, can be applied to derive algorithms 
for monotone and S-convex interpolation which are also easy to implement [2]. 
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I. I 1 I ,,i, 
15 2 2.5 3 3.5 
Fig. 3. Range restricted S~(A) spline, optimal derivatives. 
1 i i i i r ',' 
0.9 .: ". 
OJ "; .,.,.. ."/ 
0.7 ..' • ". . ." 
0.6 -: "-" .  .: 
0 O~ I 1~ 2 25 3 ~5 4 
Fig. 4. Range restricted ~(A1) spline, optimal derivatives. 
4. Numerical demonstrations 
The described procedures for constructing range restricted spline interpolants work if the obsta- 
cles are strictly compatible with the ordinates in the sense of the inequalities (7) respective (50). 
It is obvious that numerical problems may arise if some of these compatibility inequalities are only 
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1 0 
Fig. 5. Data points. 
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Fig. 6. Range restricted spline from S~(A~I)® S~(£1'), optimal derivatives. 
weakly satisfied, i.e., if the upper and lower bounds are nearby equal in some nodes. In view of the 
formulae (16), (17) and (52), (54)-(56), corresponding tension parameters then are very large. In 
our examples we have chosen the compatibility conditions to be well satisfied. 
In Figs. 1-4 we consider various univariate interpolating splines (solid lines). The data points (o) 
and the obstacles (dotted lines) are given. The special choice ~i =0 in (10) leads to cubic splines. 
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O~ "~,~I r '0 .  2 
1 0 
Fig. 7. Unconstrained bicubic spline, Bessel derivatives; restrictions violated. 
' I 
• ........ • i i i~<i l J  ~•. . . . . . .  . °~ 
1 0 
Fig. 8. Range restricted spline from S~(A x) ® S~(AY), Bessel derivatives. 
If we use the Bessel derivatives (19) we get the spline plotted in Fig. 1; the obstacles are not met 
in all subintervals. If the tension parameters ~i are determined by (16), (17), the range is restricted 
as desired; see Fig. 2. Next, the derivative parameters are computed by optimizing the Holladay 
functional (21) using the above tension parameters; the result is the spline shown in Fig. 3. For 
comparison, we have also plotted the interpolant from the spline class S~(A~ ) of quadratic C ~ splines 
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on refined grids A1; see Fig. 4. The used formula for placing the additional nodes (×) can be found 
in the papers [13, 17]. Again, the spline is optimal with respect o the Holladay functional. In our 
example, the spline from S~(A1) (Fig. 4) does not compete with the ones from the present class 
SO(A ) of Gregory's plines (Figs. 2 and 3). The same relation is observed for the tensor product 
interpolants presented in the Figs. 6-8. The used data set (xi, y~,zij), / , j - -0 , . . . ,4  is visualized in 
Fig. 5, and the continuous piecewise bilinear bounds L and U are prescribed by 
Li,j -'~-Zi,j - -  0.15, Ui , j  =zij + 0.15, i,j = 0,... ,4. 
We refer to [13] for details of computing the spline interpolants from S~(Ax~)®S~(A~) on refined 
rectangular grids. 
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